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Cur/ is a celebration of the modern Cerberus.  Council Estates guarded by the 
well groomed, well fed sartorial hellhound, the Staffy

Falls/ recognizes the force and beauty of our most precious ‘fluid’ h2o. As 
the only element that can naturally co-exists in all 3 states relatively eas-
ily: ice, water, steam- it has an innate power that is often overlooked, but 
rarely forgotten.

Untitled Triptych/ is a representation of the Mighty Mississippi and like the 
Elbe, the lifeblood of a continent. These rivers all have the same 
characteristics: centres of human development, conduits of human capital, and 
symbolic of our drive to control nature.
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Trace/ This work 
explores a series of 
female transformations 
where initial words/in-
terviews have been trans-
lated into poems/poetic 
actions.  This is then 
retranslated as sonic 
overlays, ever truncat-
ed, and mashed-up, which 
are boiled down to one 
elemental sound.  This 
element is translated 
into an “escaping” image 
with a single sound which 
finally generates a solo 
waveform. This complex 
translation results in an 
elemental examination of 
form; the sonic aftermath 
of a surprising journey.
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Gateway to the World/ This work has been specifically created for this exhibition. Its title refers to the name 
of the Port of Hamburg, Germany, for its significant concept of openness and outreach to the world. This piece is 
representative of the current flow of information and its translation into the flow of visual language and 
literature, using the vessels as the writing tools. 
It is an artistic research project exploring data visualisation poetics by using open data to visualise the routes 
of the vessels arriving to and from the Port in real time, with the vessels names being mapped to an external 
database tracking the boats.
With this work I would also like to highlight the importance of collaboration and the use of interdisciplinary 
approaches to understand open data by using it creatively. And, with the help of programmable and visualisation 
tools to create poetic, visual and multimodal language-art computational textualities. programming was done by 
Pascal Auberson.
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